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1. INTRODUCTION
The Wishart distributions are among the most prominent probability dis-
tributions in multivariate statistical analysis, arising naturally in applied
research and as a basis for theoretical models. We refer to Anderson [1],
among others, for extensive literature on the theory and applications of the
Wishart distributions.
Because of widespread use of these distributions, a recurring problem in
multivariate statistics is the calculation of moments of the Wishart distribu-
tions. This problem has generated a large body of literature, cf. [8, 13–15,
17, 20], for different approaches to this problem. These articles also contain
many additional references to the literature.
Throughout the paper, d will denote a ﬁxed positive integer. We let 
be a ﬁxed d × d positive-deﬁnite symmetric matrix, denoted  > 0, and we
denote by d×d+ the space of positive-deﬁnite d× d matrices. For any d× d
matrix g, we also denote by detg and trg the determinant and trace,
respectively, of g.
Let X = Xi j be a real, symmetric, positive-deﬁnite, d × d, random
matrix. Furthermore, let β ∈  with β > d − 1/2 and let  ∈ d×d+ . The
random matrix X will be said to have a Wishart distribution with parameters
β and  if its probability density function, relative to Lebesgue measure on
the space d×d+ , is
f x = 1
dβ
det−βdet xβ−d+1/2 exp−tr−1x (1.1)
x ∈ d×d+ , where the multivariate gamma function is deﬁned by
dβ = πdd−1/4
d∏
j=1

(
β− 1
2
j − 1
)
 (1.2)
Whenever (1.1) holds we shall write, simply, X ∼ Wdβ.
Let P be a polynomial function on d×d+ . In many instances the evalua-
tion of EPX, the expectation of PX with respect to the Wishart density
function in (1.1), can be calculated using harmonic analysis on the space
of positive-deﬁnite matrices. For example, Richards [18] applied harmonic
analysis on the space of positive-deﬁnite symmetric matrices to calculate
these expectations for cases in which the polynomial P is an eigenfunction
of certain “invariant” differential operators. At the heart of these results
is a fundamental result due to Selberg [22], who proved that if the func-
tion PX is an eigenfunction of the invariant differential operators in X,
then PX is also an eigenfunction of certain invariant integral operators.
Thus, once it is observed (cf. [18]) that these integral operators include the
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operator of expectation with respect to the Wishart distributions, we then
obtain the value of those expectations.
A general example following from Selberg’s theory is the case in which
PX is a zonal polynomial [10, 16], usually denoted by CκX. In this case,
it is well known that PX is an eigenfunction of the Laplace–Beltrami
operator on d×d+ , and then it follows as a direct consequence that
ECκX = cκβ dCκ (1.3)
where the constant cκβ d depends on κ, d, and β, but not on . The
constant cκβ d may be written explicitly in terms of d·, the multivari-
ate gamma function in (1.2). We refer the interested reader to [16] for a
comprehensive account of applications of zonal polynomials and to [7] for
further details on the connections with harmonic analysis on matrix spaces.
The problem of calculating Wishart moments is also linked directly to
the theory of group representations. In Section 3, we note the relevance
of results of [5] for the calculation of EPX for the case in which P is a
multiplicative function on d×d+ .
In this paper, our main consideration is a new approach to evaluating
the expectations EPX when P is an arbitrary polynomial. We shall apply
to this problem an extension of MacMahon’s master theorem, derived
independently by Foata and Zeilberger [3] and Vere-Jones [23]. Foata
and Zeilberger [3] have made applications to combinatorial problems and
Vere-Jones [24] gave applications to problems in statistics and probability.
In the literature, the evaluation of EPX for a given polynomial P
of degree k often has been done inductively, requiring knowledge of the
expectations EQX for all polynomials Q of degree less than k. By apply-
ing the extension of MacMahon’s master theorem, however, we ﬁnd that
inductive considerations can be circumvented. Indeed, we ﬁnd that the eval-
uation of EPX can be carried out directly using a symbolic manipula-
tion computer software package, e.g., MAPLE. These results are given in
Section 3.
In Section 4, we consider the problem of calculating the moments of the
complex Wishart matrix, a random matrix taking values in d×d+ , the space
of Hermitian, positive-deﬁnite, d × d matrices, and having the probability
density function (4.1). Here again we can evaluate the expectations of arbi-
trary polynomials by application of the extension of the master theorem.
However, by applying the representation theory of GLd, we obtain
results which are even more explicit. Not only do we derive explicit formu-
las for the expectation of arbitrary tensor (or Kronecker) products of X,
but we also obtain equally explicit formulas for the expected values of arbi-
trary tensor (or Kronecker) products of X−1. These latter results are com-
plete solutions to the problems of calculating expectations of polynomials
of Wishart and inverse Wishart matrices.
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2. THE β-EXTENSION OF THE MASTER THEOREM
We denote by Sk the group of permutations on k symbols, k ∈ . For
any permutation w ∈ Sk, we also denote by cycw the number of disjoint
cycles of the permutation w.
Let A = ai j be a real or complex k × k matrix. We shall denote the
norm of A by A = maxθ1     θk where θ1     θk are the eigen-
values of A.
For β ∈ , the β-permanent of the k× k matrix A is deﬁned to be the
function
perβA =
∑
w∈Sk
βcycw
k∏
j=1
ajwj (2.1)
As observed by Vere-Jones [23], it follows directly from (2.1) that
per−1A = −1kdetA, so that per−1· is essentially the determinant
function. Also per1A = perA, the classical permanent function. It
is also clear that, for any c ∈ , perβcA = ckperβA; i.e., perβ is
homogeneous of degree k.
Suppose T = ti j is a d × d matrix, k ∈ , and i1     ik are pos-
itive integers with 1 ≤ ir ≤ d for all r = 1     k. Then we denote by
T i1     ik the k× k matrix with r sth entry tir  is ; i.e.,
T i1     ik =


ti1 i1 · · · ti1 ik



tik i1 · · · tik ik

  (2.2)
The β-extension of the master theorem [3, 23] states that if Z =
diagz1     zd and T = ti j is a d × d matrix such that ZT  < 1 then
detId − ZT −β = 1+
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
×
d∑
i1ik=1
perβT i1     ikzi1zi2 · · · zik  (2.3)
In the inner sum in (2.3), the integers i1     ik are allowed to appear
with repetition. For the case in which −β ∈ , the series (2.3) terminates
because perβT i1     ik ≡ 0 for sufﬁciently large k.
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3. MOMENTS OF THE WISHART DISTRIBUTIONS
LetX be a random matrix having the probability density function in (1.1).
Consider the problem of calculating EPX, the expectation of a monomial
PX = ∏
1≤i≤j≤d
X
ki j
i j  (3.1)
where the ki j are given nonnegative integers. By applying the well-known
transformation
X = 1/2 Y 1/2 (3.2)
we ﬁnd that Y ∼ Wdβ and also that PX is transformed to a linear
combination of monomials in Y . By linearity of the expectation operator
we may henceforth assume, with no loss of generality, that  = Id.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let ki j  1 ≤ i < j ≤ d be a given set of nonnegative
integers, k =∑i≤j ki j , and A = ai j be any symmetric k× k matrix. For
i1     ik ∈ 1     d, we shall say that the k-tuple i1     ik is admis-
sible if there exists a permutation τ ∈ Sk such that, as polynomials in the
matrix A,
∏
i≤j
a
ki j
i j ≡
k∏
j=1
aij iτj  (3.3)
Whenever (3.3) holds, we say that the permutation τ is i1     ik-
admissible.
For each k-tuple i1     ik, we denote by i1     ik the set of all
τ ∈ Sk which are i1     ik-admissible. Furthermore, we denote by  the
set of all admissible k-tuples i1     ik.
Now we have the following combinatorial formula for the moments of
monomials of Wishart-distributed matrices (cf. [8] for combinatorial expres-
sions for moments of eigenvalues of random matrices).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that X = Xi j ∼ Wdβ Id. Then
E
∏
1≤i≤j≤d
X
ki j
i j =
2−p
k!
( ∏
1≤i≤j≤d
ki j!
) ∑
i1ik∈
∑
w∈i1ik
βcycw (3.4)
where k =∑i≤j ki j , p =∑i<j ki j .
Example 3.3. Consider the case in which d ≥ 2, k1 1 = 1, k1 2 = 2, and
ki j = 0 for all other i j. Then k = 3, and there are d3 possible 3-tuples
which arise in (3.4), viz., i1 i2 i3 with each ij ∈ 1     d. However, it
is straightforward to show that only three of these are admissible; in fact,
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 = 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1. This implies, with no loss of generality,
that we may assume d = 2. Then the sets i1 i2 i3 are
1 1 2 = 13 23 123 132
1 2 1 = 12 23 123 132
and
2 1 1 = 12 13 123 132
and we obtain from Theorem 3.2 the result
EX1 1X212 = 4ββ+ 1
As we observe from this example, and more generally from Theorem 3.4,
the moments of monomials in the entries of X are polynomials in β. It is
an open problem to characterize the roots of this polynomial.
It is also interesting to observe in the foregoing example that the admissi-
ble k-tuples are permutations of each other. As the following result shows,
such a phenomenon is to be expected.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that the k-tuple i1     ik is admissible and
τ ∈ i1     ik. Then,
(i) For every w ∈ Sk, the k-tuple w · i1     ik = iw1     iwk
is admissible.
(ii) For each w ∈ Sk, w−1τw ∈ w · i1     ik.
(iii) τ−1 ∈ i1     ik.
Proof. Since τ ∈ i1     ik then, as polynomials in the k× k matrix
A = ai j,
∏
i≤j
a
ki j
i j ≡
k∏
j=1
aij iτj  (3.5)
For w ∈ Sk, to deduce that w · i1     ik is admissible, we need to exhibit
a permutation ρ ∈ Sk such that
∏
i≤j
a
ki j
i j ≡
k∏
j=1
aiwj iwρj =
k∏
j=1
aij iwρw−1j (3.6)
where the last equality follows by replacing the index j in the product by
w−1j. By choosing ρ = w−1τw we have the desired permutation. This
proves (i).
Next, the proof of (ii) follows immediately from (3.6).
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To prove (iii), we replace the index j by τ−1j in the product on the
right-hand side of (3.5) and apply the symmetry of the matrix A = ai j.
Then we obtain
∏
i≤j
a
ki j
i j ≡
k∏
j=1
ai
τ−1j ij
=
k∏
j=1
aij iτ−1j 
therefore τ−1 ∈ i1     ik.
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Recall (cf. [16] that the
moment-generating function of X is deﬁned to be E exptr TX, where T
is a symmetric d × d matrix for which the expectation exists. Thus, with
T = ti j and X = Xi j,
E exptrTX = E exp
( d∑
i=1
ti iXi i + 2
∑
1≤i<j≤d
ti jXi j
)
 (3.7)
so (3.7) is, in actuality, the joint moment-generating function of the set
of random variables 1 + δi jXi j  1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d, where δi j denotes
Kronecker’s symbol.
This deﬁnition of the moment-generating function of a symmetric ran-
dom matrix X is standard throughout multivariate statistical analysis.
Deﬁne the matrix of differential operators
∂
∂T
=
(
1
2
1+ δi j
∂
∂ti j
)

the matrix ∂/∂T is the unique differential operator for which
P
(
∂
∂T
)
exptr TX = PX exptr TX (3.8)
for all symmetric d × d matrices T and X and all polynomials P .
By (3.8) it follows that, for any polynomial PX,
EPX = P
(
∂
∂T
)
E exptr TX
∣∣∣
T=0

In particular, for nonnegative integers ki j where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d,
E
∏
i≤j
X
ki j
i j =
∏
i≤j
(
1
2
1+ δi j
∂
∂ti j
)ki j
· E exptr TX
∣∣∣
T=0
 (3.9)
By a straightforward calculation from (1.1), it is well-known that the
moment-generating function of X exists for T  < 1; explicitly,
E exptr TX = detId − T −β (3.10)
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By the extension (2.3) of the master theorem, we deduce that
E exptr TX = 1+
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
d∑
i1ik=1
perβ
(
T i1     ik
)
 (3.11)
In this expansion it must be kept in mind that the matrix T is symmetric,
whereas in the general expansion (2.3) T is allowed to be any square matrix.
Now the expectation of the monomial (3.1) is obtained by differentiat-
ing the moment-generating function. Noting (3.11), we deduce from (3.9)
and (3.10) the result
E
∏
i≤j
X
kij
ij =
∏
i≤j
(
1
2
1+δij
∂
∂tij
)kij
·detId−T −β
∣∣∣
T=0
= 2
−p
k!
∏
i≤j
(
∂
∂tij
)kij d∑
i1ik=1
perβ
(
T i1ik
)∣∣∣
T=0
 (3.12)
where k ≡∑i≤j ki j and p ≡∑i<j ki j .
Finally, the proof is completed by inserting in (3.12) the formula (2.1)
for the beta-permanent, reducing the set of monomials appearing in the
expansion of the beta-permanent to those subsets determined by admissi-
bility, and then performing the differentiations.
Remark 3.5. We remark that (3.12) reduces the calculations of the
moments of monomials in the Xi j to a straightforward computation. In
special cases in which the ki j are small, this calculation can be done
by hand; for large ki j , it is more efﬁcient to utilize a symbolic algebra
package such as MAPLE. Also, in (3.12), because of the homogeneity
of the beta-permanents, there is no need to evaluate the outcome of
differentiation at T = 0.
Despite the appealing nature of (3.12), the calculation of moments
through (3.4) represents a signiﬁcant further reduction in computational
effort over (3.12). Such a reduction in effort stems from the fact that
the condition of admissibility can reduce considerably the set of k-tuples
arising in the calculations.
The admissible k-tuples i1     ik are precisely those for which the term
PT  = ∏i≤j tki ji j appears in the monomial expansion of the beta-permanent
perβT i1     ik.
The problem of calculating the moments of polynomials in the entries
of X−1, the inverse of a Wishart matrix, has also undergone scrutiny in
multivariate statistics; cf. [20]. Suppose that X ∼ Wdβ Id and T ∈ d×d+ ;
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then the moment-generating function of X−1 is
E exptr TX−1 = 1
dβ
∫
d×d+
det−β det xβ−d+1/2 exp−tr−1xdx
= 1
dβ
detT β BβT  (3.13)
where Bβ· is a Bessel function of matrix argument of the second kind
[9, Sect. 5]. Having evaluated the moment-generating function, we can also
apply results of Herz [9, Sect. 9] to evaluate the moments of certain poly-
nomials, including determinants or products of powers of principal minors,
and zonal polynomials in X−1. However, our methods do not yield explicit
formulas for the moments of arbitrary monomials in the entries of X−1;
hence we refer to von Rosen [20] and others for additional results in this
matter.
To complete this section we comment on a connection, established by
Godement [5] and apparently not known to the statistical community,
between the problem of calculating the moments of the Wishart distri-
butions and the theory of group representations. Denote by GL+d
the group of d × d real matrices with positive determinant. Suppose λ is
an irreducible representation of GL+d in a ﬁnite-dimensional vector
space λ. For any  ∈ d×d+ , deﬁne the integral
Hλ =
∫
d×d+
λx exp−trxdet x−d+1 dx
Godement [5] gave a necessary and sufﬁcient condition on the represen-
tation λ for Hλ to be ﬁnite. Denote by αλ the power to which the
determinant occurs in the highest weight of λ; we assume that αλ ∈ . Then
there exists a positive-deﬁnite Hermitian inner product, · ·, on λ such
that λg′ = λg∗ for all g ∈ GL+d, where λg∗ is the adjoint (with
respect to the inner product · ·) of λg.
Under the assumption αλ > d, Godement proved that (i) Hλ is a
Hermitian positive-deﬁnite operator on λ; (ii) HλId commutes with λg
for all g ∈ SOd, the special orthogonal group; and (iii) for all  ∈ d×d+ ,
Hλ = detd+1/2λ1/2HλIdλ1/2 (3.14)
This latter formula shows that the evaluation of Hλ reduces to the case
in which  = Id.
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If λ is any homomorphism of GLd and X ∼ Wdβ then by apply-
ing Godement’s argument, we ﬁnd that there holds an analog of (3.14) for
EλX. Indeed, by making the standard change of variables in (3.2) then
we obtain Y ∼ Wdβ Id. Assuming that all expectations exist, we apply
the homomorphism property of λ to obtain
EλX = Eλ1/2Y1/2
= Eλ1/2λY λ1/2
= λ1/2EλY λ1/2 (3.15)
Furthermore, a similar argument proves that EλX commutes with λg
for all g ∈ Od which commutes with .
As a special case, consider the example for which λx = x⊗r , the
Kronecker (or tensor) product of r copies of x. Then it follows from (3.15)
that
EX⊗r = 1/2⊗r01/2⊗r  (3.16)
where 0 = EY⊗r with Y ∼ Wdβ Id. Moreover, all entries of the matrix
0 can be computed using the procedure given in Theorem 3.2.
The result (3.16) appears to have gone unobserved in the statistical
literature.
4. MOMENTS OF THE COMPLEX WISHART DISTRIBUTIONS
In the case of the complex Wishart distributions, results of a nature sim-
ilar to those in Section 3 can be derived. Because the arguments are sim-
ilar, we shall present the essential details and leave it to the reader to
provide the ﬁnal formulas. Denote by d×d+ the space of positive-deﬁnite,
Hermitian, d × d matrices. Suppose that ˜ denotes a ﬁxed matrix in d×d+
and β ∈  with β > d − 1. Following James [10], a random matrix V =
Vi j ∈ d×d+ is said to have a (complex) Wishart distribution with parameters
β and ˜ if its probability density function is
1
˜dβ
det˜−βdet vβ−d exp−tr ˜−1v (4.1)
v ∈ d×d+ , where the corresponding multivariate gamma function is
deﬁned by
˜dβ = πdd−1/2
d∏
j=1
β− j + 1 (4.2)
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Whenever (4.1) holds, we write V ∼ Wdβ ˜.
Similar to (3.10), the moment-generating function of V is given by the
formula
E exptr TV  = detId − ˜T −β (4.3)
where T is any Hermitian d × d matrix such that T˜ < 1.
By expanding (4.3) using the extension (2.3) of MacMahon’s master
theorem and proceeding as in Section 3, we can calculate the moments
of any polynomial in the entries of V . The differential operators which
replace those in (3.8) may be described as follows (cf. [4]).
Write the Hermitian matrix T = ti j in the form T = T1 +
√−1T2
where T1 = t ′i j is real and symmetric and T2 = t ′′i j is real and anti-
symmetric. Deﬁne the matrix of differential operators ∂/∂T with i jth
entry
∂
∂ti j
=


∂
∂t ′i i
 if i = j,
1
2
(
∂
∂t ′i j
+
√
−1 ∂
∂t ′′i j
)
 if i > j,
1
2
(
∂
∂t ′j i
−
√
−1 ∂
∂t ′′j i
)
 if i > j.
(4.4)
It is not difﬁcult to verify that, for arbitrary Hermitian matrices T and V ,
and for any polynomial P ,
P
(
∂
∂T
)
exptr TV  = PV  exptr TV 
Suppose PV  = ∏i j V kiji j , a monomial in the entries of V , where V ∼
Wdβ ˜. To calculate EPV , we may assume, with no loss of generality,
that ˜ = Id. Similar to (3.12), by applying the differential operator Pξ to
the corresponding moment-generating function, we obtain
E
∏
i j
V
ki j
i j = P
(
∂
∂T
)
· detI − T −β
∣∣∣
T=0
= 1
k!
P
(
∂
∂T
) d∑
i1ik=1
perβ
(
T i1     ik
)∣∣∣
T=0
 (4.5)
where k =∑i j ki j . Writing out the expansion for perβ(T i1     ik) and
applying the operator P∂/∂T , it is straightforward now for the reader to
write down a result similar to Theorem 3.2.
Another elegant, and still explicit, solution to the problem of computing
the expectation of monomials of a complex Wishart matrix may be obtained
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through the representation theory of the general linear group GLd.
Here, it is of interest to calculate EλV  where λ is an irreducible, holo-
morphic representation of GLd in a vector space λ of dimension dλ;
from this result we may deduce the expectation of arbitrary monomials
in V . Again, we denote by αλ the power to which the determinant appears
in the highest weight of λ, and we assume αλ ∈ . Further, we denote by
dλ the dimension of λ.
The following result is due to Gross and Kunze [6, Theorem 8, p. 104].
Theorem 4.1. (Gross and Kunze [6]). Suppose that V ∼ Wdβ Id
and λ is an irreducible, polynomial representation of GLd in a ﬁnite-
dimensional vector space λ. If β+ αλ > d − 1 then EλV  exists and
EλV  = cλIdλ (4.6)
where Idλ is the identity operator on λ and cλ ∈  is a constant.
Gross and Kunze prove (4.6) by showing that EλV  commutes with λu
for all u ∈ Ud, the group of unitary d × d matrices. Then, by Schur’s
lemma, it follows that EλV  is a scalar multiple of the identity matrix
on λ.
An alternative proof of Theorem 4.1 can be obtained by applying to the
Wishart probability distribution Wdβ Id the polar decomposition
V = U6U−1 (4.7)
where U ∈ Ud and 6 = diagv1     vd is a diagonal matrix containing
the eigenvalues of V . Under this decomposition, it is well-known that the
Lebesgue measure on d×d+ factors according to the formula
dV = c0
∏
1≤i<j≤d
vi − vj2dv1 · · ·dvd dU (4.8)
where c0 is a positive constant and dU denotes the normalized Haar mea-
sure on Ud. By applying (4.7) and (4.8) to the density function (4.1) for
the probability distribution Wdβ Id, we obtain
EλV  = EλU6U−1 = EU λUE6λ6λU−1 (4.9)
where EU denotes expectation with respect to the Haar measure on Ud
and E6 denotes expectation with respect to the probability measure pro-
portional to
d∏
i=1
v
β−d
i exp−vi ·
∏
1≤i<j≤d
vi − vj2 dv1 · · ·dvd (4.10)
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v1     vd > 0. The constant of proportionality in (4.10), as well as the
condition for existence of E6λ6, are consequences of a limiting case of
the beta integral formula of Selberg [21] (cf. [2]).
To complete this proof, it needs to be shown that (4.9) is a scalar matrix.
To accomplish this we choose an orthonormal basis for the representation
space λ and denote by λi jV  the i jth entry of λV  relative to this
basis. By (4.7) we have
λi jV  =
dλ∑
k l=1
λikUλkl6λljU−1
By Weyl’s unitary trick (Knapp [12, p. 115]), the restriction of λ to Ud
remains irreducible. Then, by the Schur orthogonality relations (Knapp [12,
p. 15])), we obtain
EUλi kUλl jU−1 =
1
dλ
δi jδk l
hence
EλijV  =
1
dλ
δi jE6
dλ∑
k l=1
δk lλk l6
= 1
dλ
δi jE6
dλ∑
k=1
λk l6 =
1
dλ
E6 trλ6δi j (4.11)
This proves that (4.9) is a scalar matrix.
The constant cλ in (4.6) can be calculated either from (4.11), by applying
a limiting case of an expectation formula given by Richards [19, Eq. (31)], or
by a method which begins by taking traces of both sides of (4.6). Following
either approach, we obtain
cλ =
1
dλ
E6tr λ6 =
1
dλ
Etr λV  (4.12)
By the Weyl character formula (cf. Knapp [12, p. 105]) the character,
tr λV , of the representation λ depends only on the eigenvalues of V and
may be expressed in terms of the ubiquitous Schur functions. Indeed, corre-
sponding to the representation λ there exists a unique partition l1     ld,
consisting of integers l1 ≥ · · · ≥ ld ≥ 0, such that, with v1     vd denoting
the eigenvalues of V ,
tr λV  = sl1ldV  =
detvlj+n−ji ∏
1≤i<j≤dvi − vj
 (4.13)
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Moreover, it follows as a limiting case of (4.13) that
dλ = tr λId = sl1ldId =
∏
1≤i<j≤dli − lj − i+ j∏d
i=1i− 1!
 (4.14)
Using the notation βl = ββ+ 1 · · · β+ l − 1, l = 0 1 2   , for the
classical shifted factorial, we deﬁne the partitional shifted factorial
βl1ld =
d∏
i=1
β− i+ 1li 
Then by James [10, Eq. (86), p. 488],
E sl1ldV  = βl1ld sl1ldId = dλ βl1ld (4.15)
Collecting together the results (4.12)–(4.15), we obtain
cλ =
1
dλ
E tr λV  = 1
dλ
E sl1ldV  = βl1ld
Now that we have calculated the expectation of any irreducible polyno-
mial representation of GLd, we turn to the calculation of EλV  for
the case in which λ is a tensor product of r copies of the identity represen-
tation, λg = g⊗r , g ∈ GLd.
Theorem 4.2. Let r be a positive integer, ˜ ∈ d×d+ , and suppose that
V ∼ Wdβ ˜, β > d − 1. Then
EV ⊗r = ˜1/2⊗r
(∑⊕ γl1     ld βl1ld Idλ)˜1/2⊗r (4.16)
where the direct sum is taken over all partitions l1     ld satisfying l1+ · · · +
ld = r; dλ, given in (4.14), is the dimension of the irreducible representation λ
corresponding to the partition l1     ld; and
γl1     ld = r!
∏
1≤i<j≤dli − lj − i+ j∏d
i=1li + d − i!
 (4.17)
Proof. Since the representation λg = g⊗r , g ∈ GLd, is polyno-
mial, we may apply the argument given by Gross and Kunze [6, Theorem 8,
p. 104] to deduce that the expectation EV ⊗r exists for β > d − 1.
By making the change-of-variables V = ˜1/2V0˜1/2 where the random
matrix V0 ∼ Wdβ Id and applying the homomorphism property of the
representation λ, we ﬁnd that
EV ⊗r = E(˜1/2V0˜1/2⊗r) = ˜1/2⊗r EV ⊗r0 ˜1/2⊗r 
Therefore we may assume, with no loss of generality, that ˜ = Id.
To establish (4.16), we decompose λ into its irreducible constituents and
then take expectations of each term. It is well known (cf. [11, 26] that
the representation λg = g⊗r , g ∈ GLd, decomposes explicitly as a
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direct sum,
g⊗r =∑⊕ γl1     ldλl1ldg (4.18)
where the direct sum is taken over all partitions l1     ld satisfying
l1 + · · · + ld = r and λl1ldV  denotes the irreducible representation
corresponding to the partition l1     ld. Moreover, the coefﬁcients
γl1     ld are deﬁned by the recurrence relations γ0     0 = 1 and
otherwise,
γl1     ld =
∑
j
γl1     lj−1 lj − 1 lj+1     ld (4.19)
where the sum is taken over all j ∈ 1     d such that lj−1 ≥ lj − 1 ≥ lj+1.
The solution to these recurrence relations dates back to Frobenuis and
MacMahon (cf. [25]) and is well known to be given by (4.17).
Applying (4.18) and Theorem 4.1, we obtain the explicit formula
EV ⊗r =∑⊕γl1     ldEλl1ldV 
=∑⊕γl1     ld βl1ldIdλ 
Now the proof is complete.
In the literature, much work also has been done on calculating the
expectations of polynomial functions of the inverse of complex Wishart
random matrices. Here, we obtain a complete solution along the lines of
Theorem 4.16.
Theorem 4.3. Let r be a positive integer, ˜ ∈ d×d+ , and suppose that
V ∼ Wdβ ˜ where β > r + d − 1. Then
EV −1⊗r = ˜−1/2⊗r
(∑⊕γl1     ldβl1ld Idλ
)
˜−1/2⊗r (4.20)
where
βl1ld =
( d∏
i=1
1
β− lj − d + jlj
)
 (4.21)
Proof. As before, we may assume, with no loss of generality, that ˜ = Id.
Deﬁne λg = g−1⊗r , g ∈ GLd. By following the argument given
by Gross and Kunze [6], we deduce that EλV  exists under the stated
condition on β. Furthermore, it follows from the decomposition (4.18) that
EV −1⊗r = E∑⊕γl1     ldλl1ldV −1
=∑⊕γl1     ldEλl1ldV −1
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Using the polar decomposition (4.7) and applying the argument which led
to (4.11), we deduce that Eλl1ldV −1 is a scalar operator on the under-
lying representation space λ. After carrying out the necessary calculations
to evaluate the constant, we obtain
Eλl1ldV −1 =
1
βl1ld Idλ
where βl1ld is deﬁned in (4.21).
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